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QUALIFICATION OF THE WITNESS 1 

Q1. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A1. My name is Robert (Bob) Kennelly. My business address is 1001 Liberty Avenue, 3 

Pittsburgh, PA 15222. 4 

 5 

Q2. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

A2. I am the Senior Revenue Assurance Analyst for Direct Energy Business, LLC (“DEB”). 7 

  8 

Q3. How long have you been employed by DEB? 9 

A3. I have been employed DEB since January 2013. 10 

 11 

Q4. Please explain the job responsibilities and duties in your current position. 12 

A4. My role at Direct Energy is to ensure that Direct Energy Business (DEB) has the systems, 13 

processes and controls in place and functioning to ensure that we are invoicing our 14 

customers timely, accurately and completely, based on the terms of their contract and in 15 

accordance with regulatory guidelines.  Sometimes that includes certain quality assurance 16 

processes, or performing audits on controls, verifying calculations, or monitoring system 17 

output.    18 

 19 

Q5. Please describe your educational background and relevant work experience prior to 20 

joining DEB. 21 

A5. I have a BSBA in Accounting and a MBA from Robert Morris University.  I am a 22 

licensed Certified Public Accountant in Pennsylvania and a Chartered Global 23 
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management Accountant, as well as a member of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified 1 

Public Accountants and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 2 

 3 

Prior to joining DEB, I was a Regional Controller for Black Box Corporation (2004-4 

2012), where I was responsible for all accounting activities, compliance and internal 5 

controls for various regions across the United States.  Prior to Black Box, I worked as a 6 

controller for various small businesses, and prior to that was an auditor in public 7 

accounting and an internal auditor in banking. 8 

 9 

Q6. Have you ever testified before a regulatory agency? 10 

A6. No.  11 

 12 

Q7. What is the purpose of your testimony? 13 

A7. The purpose of my testimony is to explain the metering errors made by Duke Energy 14 

Ohio (“Duke”) and the harm to DEB that led to this complaint proceeding. 15 

 16 

BACKGROUND 17 

Q8.   Can you provide an overview of the issue with Duke? 18 

A8. The issue between DEB and Duke revolves around Duke creating and sending erroneous 19 

meter data to PJM Interconnection, LLC (“PJM”), causing DEB to be over-charged by 20 

PJM for energy and related ancillary charges.  The erroneous meter data and over-21 

charging continued from January 2013 through June 2013.  This resulted in a  22 

impact on DEB’s cash flow at one point and DEB is still owed at least $1.6 million.  This 23 
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incident also damaged customer relations with SunCoke, the affected customer.  Duke 1 

acknowledged the metering errors and corrected the months of March 2013 through June 2 

2013 via resettlements by PJM.  January 2013 and February 2013 have not been 3 

corrected. 4 

 5 

Q9.   Please explain the DEB billing process. 6 

A9. Nationwide, DEB bills customers through one of three different billing methods:  (i)  7 

dual-billing (the customer receives an invoice from DEB for supplier charges and 8 

receives an invoice from the utility for distribution charges); (ii) supplier consolidated 9 

billing (the customer receives one invoice from DEB for both supplier charges and 10 

distribution charges); utility consolidated billing (the customer receives one invoice from 11 

the utility for DEB supplier charges and distribution charges).  DEB utilizes dual-billing 12 

and utility consolidated billing in the Duke territory.  The billing process at DEB involves 13 

receiving metered load data (usage) from the local distribution company (utility) and 14 

applying rates, or price plans, that are stored in the DEB billing system to the usage data 15 

for each individual customer account.  Some customers, depending on their price plan 16 

with DEB, require interval usage data on an hourly basis for billing purposes.  Other 17 

customers can be billed from summary usage data (on a monthly or meter-read cycle 18 

basis).  Most customers are billed at least monthly.   19 

 20 

SunCoke was a new customer with DEB as January 4, 2013.  The utility serving their 21 

area is Duke.  SunCoke signed a contract with DEB for a sophisticated price plan that 22 

required interval usage data and was dual-billed.  This type of product is intended for 23 
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large customers.  It allows the customer to directly purchase large blocks of energy and 1 

hedge their positions. 2 

 3 

DEB is completely reliant on Duke to provide accurate meter data in order for DEB to 4 

invoice its customers timely and accurately.  In fact, receiving the usage from Duke via 5 

EDI is what triggers DEB’s systems to generate an invoice to the customer.  Inaccurate 6 

meter data from Duke (or any utility) will result in either the customer’s invoice being 7 

delayed, or the customer’s invoice being incorrect.  Both issues can have severe negative 8 

effects on customer satisfaction and DEB’s cash flow.   9 

 10 

The settlement process at DEB involves receiving and paying invoices from the regional 11 

transmission organization (RTO) for charges submitted to the RTO by local distribution 12 

utilities for gross metered load within the utility’s service territory (zone).  Invoices from 13 

the RTO are received and paid weekly, followed by a monthly summary invoice 14 

representing total charges for a given calendar month.  Payments cannot be withheld in 15 

the case of disputed charges.  It is normal for charges on the RTO invoice to “resettle” 16 

(i.e., be corrected) in subsequent months.  Therefore, RTO settlements are not considered 17 

to be final until four months after the close of the delivery month.  Duke is a member of 18 

the PJM RTO and submits DEB’s gross metered load data to PJM.  PJM invoices DEB 19 

based on Duke’s meter data.  DEB has a history of timely payments to PJM. 20 

 21 

DUKE’S METERING ERRORS FOR DEB’S SUNCOKE LOAD 22 

Q10. Please explain how DEB uncovered Duke’s metering error. 23 
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A10. Duke’s metering errors were revealed by DEB’s review of PJM’s invoices to DEB and in 1 

the process of billing SunCoke.  Four months after the close of each delivery month ends, 2 

DEB’s finance team “actualizes” the month.  Actualizing a month includes, among other 3 

things, reconciling the difference between the forecasted load and the actual load billed 4 

by the RTO (in this case PJM).  On May 6, 2013, my department actualized January 2013 5 

and noticed a  variance between DEB’s expected load and the actual DEB load for 6 

the Duke territory overall.  At first, we suspected our billing system was not including all 7 

the customers that Duke was including in their load total.  However, we obtained a sync-8 

list (list of active accounts) from Duke and confirmed that we had the same accounts.  A 9 

further review of our billing metrics indicated that we billed the volume we expected to 10 

bill in the Duke zone.  However, the settlement data (i.e., what we were charged by PJM 11 

based on Duke’s meter data) was significantly higher than in previous months.  Further, 12 

we discovered that almost all of the variance stemmed from purchases in the real-time 13 

energy market, which results from actual load exceeding load scheduled in advance based 14 

on DEB’s forecasts.  At that point, I decided to look closer at the PJM settlements data. 15 

 16 

From May 6 through May 14, 2013, I performed an analysis aimed at determining the 17 

source of the load spike for January 2013.  After gathering and examining hourly meter 18 

data provided by PJM, which is the same meter data that Duke submits to PJM, it was 19 

clear that something happened on January 4, 2013 that caused DEB’s load in the Duke 20 

zone to almost .  The increase began at midnight going into January 4, 2013 and 21 

continued at that relative level for the remainder of the month.  Internally, we prepared 22 

several graphs and charts to illustrate the dramatic spike in load being reported to PJM by 23 
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Duke.  The spike in load simply was not reasonable for our business model (we would 1 

have had to have  our entire customer portfolio in that market in one day).  I 2 

reached out to our team that handles key accounts to see if any new customers began 3 

service in January 2013.  The only one was SunCoke.  DEB’s service to SunCoke 4 

commenced on January 4, 2013.  SunCoke’s expected volume was only  MWh per 5 

month.  However, the variance we were seeing was over  MWh per month.  6 

 7 

Q11. Did DEB contact Duke to try to understand the discrepancy? 8 

A11.   On May 10, 2013, we contacted Duke via email regarding our load discrepancy.  I 9 

provided them with my analysis and asked them for assistance in determining why the 10 

load increased so dramatically beginning on January 4, 2013.  Initially, Duke saw no 11 

problems with their meter data, as was indicated via their email responses.  On May 14, 12 

2013, Duke responded via email that the load reported to PJM looked appropriate 13 

because we had added a large customer, SunCoke, which was taking service at a rate of 14 

 MWh each hour.  Duke’s reported load for SunCoke was dramatically different then 15 

our expected load; our indicators showed this should be a  MWh per hour customer.  16 

Once again, I reached out to our key accounts team to confirm their expectations for this 17 

customer.  The  MWh per hour level was consistent with all historical usage records 18 

obtained from Duke during the pricing process, and was consistent relative to other 19 

facilities owned by the same company ( , which 20 

is about  in capacity and uses about MWh per hour). 21 

 22 

Q12. Did you go back to SunCoke after your conversations with Duke? 23 
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A12. At this point I was still not able to convince Duke of a metering error on their part.  So 1 

we contacted the customer, SunCoke, and asked them to provide us with a copy of their 2 

January invoice from Duke for electric distribution service.  If Duke’s meter data were 3 

accurate, then the usage on that invoice should have matched the load that Duke was 4 

allocating to DEB.  However, the usage on that invoice was only  MWh for the 5 

month of January.  Since PJM invoices DEB based on usage sent to PJM by Duke via 6 

Duke’s meter reading and reporting process, the  MWh variance between the two 7 

reported loads represents a meter reading/reporting error on the part of Duke.  In other 8 

words, Duke reported two radically different load totals for the DEB load delivered to 9 

SunCoke for January 2013.  Therefore, at least one of those amounts would have to be 10 

based on incorrect meter data.  Since the invoice sent by Duke to SunCoke had usage that 11 

is consistent with historical usage, it was clear that the usage reported by Duke to PJM 12 

for the purposes of PJM invoicing DEB was incorrect.  Duke had billed SunCoke for only 13 

 MWh, but had caused PJM to bill DEB for  MWh for the same period.  I 14 

forwarded this information, along with copies of the invoices, to our contact at Duke on 15 

May 16, 2013.   16 

 17 

Q13.   Did you discover metering errors for additional months? 18 

A13.   At this time, it became apparent that the problem extended beyond January 2013.  The 19 

inflated load in our PJM settlements began in January 2013 and continued through June 20 

2013. As of April 2013, the billing data sent to DEB electronically, through electronic 21 

data interchange (EDI) and used by DEB to invoice customers, had been correct.  22 

Therefore, while we were billing our customers the correct amount based on the interval 23 
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meter data Duke was providing to DEB, we were being grossly overcharged by PJM 1 

because of the erroneous meter data Duke was providing to PJM, creating a serious cash 2 

flow problem.   3 

 4 

Q14 You mentioned earlier there was a “Billing” data issue as well.  Can you explain 5 

what this is? 6 

A14 In addition to settlement invoices from PJM, we also receive meter data from the utility 7 

that is used to bill our customers (billing data).  Normally, DEB receives this data form 8 

Duke in EDI format.  After being adjusted for losses, this usage should equal the usage 9 

we are being billed by PJM.  In this case, the billing data was grossly different than the 10 

settlement data.  Initially, Duke was providing us with summary meter data via EDI.  The 11 

volume reported in the summary data was reasonable compared to our expected load for 12 

SunCoke.  This continued from January through April.  On May 29, 2013 DEB received 13 

a cancel/rebill from Duke that cancelled all the summary meter data for February through 14 

April and replaced it with interval meter data.  Our billing system automatically 15 

processed the cancel/rebill and issued new invoices for those months to SunCoke.  16 

However, the interval meter data provided directly by Duke was dramatically different 17 

than the summary meter data sent earlier.  The usage based on interval meter data totaled 18 

approximately  MWh per month compared to approximately  MWh per 19 

month based on the summary meter data.  This resulted in SunCoke receiving invoices 20 

from DEB for over  when they are accustomed to seeing invoices in the 21 

 range. 22 

   23 
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 Duke’s meter data errors and the resulting billing problems related to SunCoke continued 1 

for the remainder of the year.  Duke was unable to provide DEB with billable interval 2 

meter data in EDI format.  So Duke began sending us Excel spreadsheets with interval 3 

meter data, which needed to be manually uploaded into DEB’s billing system.  In 4 

addition to being inefficient and unscalable, the manual steps put strain on our internal 5 

control environment.  However, we continued to operate this way through the end of 6 

2013 because it was the only way to service the customer.  In September 2013, SunCoke, 7 

after becoming frustrated dealing with the billing issues related to the interval meter data, 8 

informed us they intended to switch to a  with utility consolidated 9 

billing when their contract expired in December 2013.  We processed that enrollment 10 

with Duke for SunCoke to be switched effective January 2014.  When service under the 11 

new contract began in January, Duke should have been billing for DEB charges on the 12 

Duke invoice.  They were not.  In April 2014, we became aware that Duke had not billed 13 

our charges to SunCoke for the January, February, and March delivery months.  We 14 

immediately scheduled a call with Duke to discuss the problem.  Duke informed us that 15 

their automated systems were not able to handle large industrial customers with co-16 

generation meters.  They said it would be a completely manual process and they were not 17 

willing to do that.  This was surprising, given that DEB had to manually upload interval 18 

meter data from Excel spreadsheets into DEB’s billing system for all of 2013.  Therefore, 19 

we had to go back to SunCoke and ask them to switch back from a utility consolidated 20 

bill to dual-billing.  SunCoke could not understand why Duke had accepted the 21 

enrollment if they could not deliver.  Additionally, we had to invoice SunCoke for 22 

January through April usage all at once, resulting in an extremely large electricity bill for 23 
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them.  Again, they expressed their frustration on how resource-intensive managing their 1 

electricity bill had become. 2 

 3 

Q15. Can you summarize Duke’s metering errors and the problems they caused? 4 

A15. Yes.  The root cause appears to be the erroneous interval meter data Duke provided to 5 

PJM.  The settlement data that Duke provides to PJM is based on interval meter data, 6 

while the billing data provided by Duke was based on summary meter data.  In the 7 

absence of actual interval data, DEB had to internally de-aggregate the summary meter 8 

data based on an estimated load shape to apply hourly rates in order to invoice SunCoke.  9 

In May 2013 Duke initiated a cancel/rebill whereby they cancelled the summary meter 10 

data they had sent to us for invoicing purposes for January through April and sent 11 

replacement interval meter data.  The interval meter data Duke provided were consistent 12 

in volume with the inflated PJM settlement data.  This triggered our billing system to 13 

rebill our customer.  The rebill increased the customer’s invoice  (a normal 14 

invoice of approximately  became a  invoice, for example).  Our 15 

customer was not pleased with the outrageous invoice.  We quickly issued a credit so that 16 

SunCoke would not have to carry the burden of Duke’s error as a liability on its books.  17 

Since then, DEB has carried the cash burden, which currently stands at approximately 18 

$1.6 million and was as high as  (before the corrections for incorrect interval 19 

meter data from March 2013 through June 2013). 20 

 21 

Q16.  Did DEB meet with Duke to further discuss these issues? 22 
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A16.   We met with representatives of Duke at their Cincinnati office on June 7, 2013.  Amy 1 

Spiller and Dana Adams were among those in attendance for Duke.  Teresa Ringenbach, 2 

Andy Vance, David Scarpignato, and I were among those in attendance for DEB.   3 

 4 

I presented our findings related to the load discrepancy, as well as our conclusion that the 5 

load was improperly reported by Duke to PJM.  See RK Attachment 1.  We also noted 6 

that the problem, at that time, had extended into April, and that the financial impact was 7 

estimated at , before interest.  After our presentation, there was no 8 

dispute from Duke that our load was incorrect.  During the meeting Duke informed us 9 

that the resettlements would have to go through the Resettlement C process at PJM.  The 10 

Resettlement C process requires each of the other affected load serving entities (LSE) in 11 

the Duke zone to consent to the resettlement. 12 

 13 

In subsequent emails Duke acknowledged their errors and detailed their actions to correct 14 

those errors.  See RK Attachment 2.  DEB trusted Duke would honor their commitments 15 

and resettle our load for January and February, and repeatedly engaged Duke on this 16 

topic.  I sent emails to Ms. Adams on June 20, 2013, July 11, 2013, September 10, 2013, 17 

November 20, 2013, and December 3, 2013, with each inquiring about the status of the 18 

January and February resettlements.   19 

 20 

Duke sent an email to the affected LSEs on September 10, 2013 requesting consent to the 21 

resettlement for January 2013 and February 2013.  See RK Attachment 3.  After the 22 

January 13, 2013 email, Ms. Adams responded on December 2, 2013 that only 5 of the 44 23 
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suppliers consented to the Resettlement C process and that she was going to reach out to 1 

legal to see what the next steps were. See RK Attachment 3. 2 

 3 

COMMISSION ACTION REQUESTED BY DEB 4 

Q17.  Can you quantify the amounts DEB is asking the Commission to award it for 5 

Duke’s metering error? 6 

A17. Yes.  DEB witness Ringenbach will address the actions DEB is asking the Commission 7 

to take to rectify this situation.  I can describe the amounts owed to Direct Energy in 8 

whatever fashion the Commission chooses to rectify the situation.  As noted above, 9 

Duke’s metering error cost DEB approximately $1.6 million in PJM over-charges.  See 10 

RK Attachment 4.  Additionally, Direct Energy’s carrying costs are approximately .  11 

Therefore, on a daily basis, that amounts to approximately  per day  12 

.  Finally, DEB  

anticipates its attorney’s fees to bring this case to conclusion will amount to 14 

approximately $125,000.     15 

 16 

Q18.   Can you explain why this is the fair thing to do? 17 

A18. A complete resettlement of January and February is the fair thing to do because it is the 18 

right thing to do.  DEB was overcharged by $1.6 million due to an error by Duke Energy 19 

and somebody has that money.  Those are indisputable facts.  Duke may claim they did 20 

not benefit from DEB’s overcharge by PJM, and they may be correct.  But if they did not 21 

benefit, then the other LSEs (including DEB’s competitors) benefitted.  A benefit to 22 
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DEB’s competitors at the expense of DEB is anti-competitive and the Commission 1 

should rectify the error. 2 

  3 

Q20.   Does this conclude your testimony? 4 

A20.   Yes.  However, I reserve the right to supplement my testimony as needed or as 5 

subsequent information becomes available.  6 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 1 

In accordance with Rule 4901-1-05, Ohio Administrative Code, the PUCO's e-filing 2 

system will electronically serve notice of the filing of this document on the following parties.  In 3 

addition, I hereby certify that a service copy of the foregoing Direct Testimony of Robert 4 

Kennelly of Direct Energy Business was sent by, or on behalf of, the undersigned counsel to the 5 

following parties of record this 14th day of April 2015 via e-mail, except those specifically 6 

designated as being served via U.S. Mail.   7 

 8 
 /s/ Gerit F. Hull  9 
Gerit F. Hull 10 

 11 
 12 
Amy B. Spiller, Deputy General Counsel 13 
Jeanne W. Kingery, Associate General Counsel 14 
Duke Energy Business Services, Inc. 15 
139 Fourth Street, 1303-Main 16 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 17 
 18 

 19 
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